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Computing, Master in “Technology of Museums”, is a specialist in 3D survey, GIS, landscape
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She works as a researcher at the Institute of Technologies applied to Cultural Heritage of the
National Council of Researches in Rome (CNR ITABC), in the Virtual Heritage Lab. Here she
coordinates a research dedicated to “Virtual Heritage: integrated digital technologies for the
interpretation, simulation, reconstruction and communication of Cultural Heritage through Virtual
Reality systems”.
She has been the project coordinator of V-MUST.NET, the 4.5 ml Euro FP7 ICT Network of
Excellence focused on virtual museums (2011-2015, Grant Agreement 270404). She is ITABCCNR scientific reference in other 2 EU projects: 3D-ICONS and ARIADNE.
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European exhibition of virtual archaeology and virtual museums, organized by CNR ITABC within
the Mediterranean Expo of Archaeological Tourism – BMTA).
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2013) and of the international school “FlyDown: drones in archaeology and cultural heritage”
(Certosa di Pontignano, 17 – 27 sept. 2013)
Since 1996, she has been cooperating with CINECA Supercomputing Center, in the group of
Scientific Visualisation (www.cineca.it), in the field of Virtual Heritage.
She has been the technical manager of the Scrovegni Chapel Multimedia Room in Padova (2003),
which hosted one of the first European Virtual Museums, winner of international prices such as Econtent Award-2005. She has been also the project coordinator of several project of 3D survey,
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